
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
The Applicant, Artis Senior Living, Inc., is requesting Conditional use approval pursuant to Zoning Ordinance 
Sections 59-4.4.4 and 59-3.1.6 and 59-3.3.2(c) in order to operate a 72-bed residential care facility for seniors 
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia or memory loss in the RE-2 (Residential Estate-
2) zone.  The new, one-story building, located at 8301 River Road, will be located on 4.39 acres.  
 
With the recommended conditions, the proposed use satisfies all applicable requirements and regulations for 
approval of a Conditional Use for a residential care facility (over 16 persons) as specified in the Montgomery 
County Zoning Ordinance.  The Applicant has met the burden of proof by showing that the proposed assisted 
memory care living facility would offer a service that is much needed in the community and will operate 
without detriment to the neighborhood and would not adversely affect the public interest. With the condition 
for a 10-foot shared use path, the proposal is consistent with the Potomac Subregion Master Plan (2002) and 
the 2005 Approved and Adopted Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan.
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A. Preliminary Forest Conservation Plan No. CU201505:  
RECOMMENDATIONS    

 
1. Applicant must comply with the following conditions of approval for the Preliminary Forest 

Conservation Plan (PFCP) No. CU201505: 

 Prior to Planning Board pre-construction meeting, the Applicant must obtain Staff approval 
of a Final Forest Conservation Plan (FFCP) consistent with the approved Preliminary Forest 
Conservation Plan and including mitigation for the loss of a specimen tree. 

 The Applicant must place a Category I conservation easement over approximately 2.12 acres 
of forest retention as shown on the approved forest conservation plan. The easement must 
be approved by the M-NCPPC Office of General Counsel and recorded by deed in the 
Montgomery County Land Records prior to clearing or grading.   

 The limits of disturbance shown on the Final Sediment Control Plan must be consistent with 
the limits of disturbance shown on the Final Forest Conservation Plan. 

 Permanent Category I Conservation Easement signs must be placed along the perimeter of 
the conservation easement area. 

2. The Applicant must comply with all tree protection and tree save measures shown on the 
approved PFCP. Tree save measures not specified on the Final FCP may be required by the M-
NCPPC forest conservation inspector. 

 
Environmental Guidelines and Forest Conservation 
 
The Natural Resource Inventory/Forest Stand Delineation (NRI/FSD) #420131430 for this Property was 
approved on March 22, 2013. The NRI/FSD identified 2.12-acres of high priority forest, located primarily 
on the moderately steep slopes that lead down to Cabin John Creek.  There are no streams, wetlands, or 
stream buffers located on this Property.  However, the existing offsite entrance to this Property is 
located in the stream buffer and floodplain of the mainstem of Cabin John Creek and within Cabin John 
Conservation Park. The Applicant proposes to continue to use the long-standing entrance to the site 
across Montgomery County Park property and within the stream buffer and floodplain of Cabin John 
Creek.  The Applicant is seeking to extend a 1989 access easement agreement between the most recent 
owner of the Property and Montgomery County Government.  The Applicant proposes to pave the 
entire twenty-foot easement area and will require a 35-foot corridor for construction in this area. 
 
The Conditional Use Application is subject to the requirements of Chapter 22A of the Montgomery 
County Forest Conservation Law.  A Preliminary Forest conservation Plan has been submitted for review 
on May 8, 2015.  Approximately 2.14 acres are forested and 0 .71 acres of high priority forest is 
proposed to be removed for the front entrance loop and along the western perimeter of the site. A total 
of 0.02 acres of forest will be removed offsite for the stormwater management outfall and public water 
line connection. A total of 1.41 acres of forest will be permanently protected.   No additional forest 
mitigation is required. There are eleven specimen trees on and adjacent to this site.  Six trees will be 
impacted and one tree removed. 

Forest Conservation Variance Request 
Section 22A-12(b)(3) of the Montgomery County Forest Conservation Law provides criteria that identify 
certain individual trees as high priority for retention and protection.  The law requires no impact to trees 
that measure 30 inches DBH or greater (“Protected Tree”). Any impact to a Protected Tree, including 
removal or disturbance within the Protected Tree’s critical root zone (CRZ), requires a variance, which 
includes certain written information in support of the required findings in accordance with Section 22A-
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21 of the County Forest Conservation Law.  In the written request for a variance, an Applicant must 
demonstrate that strict adherence to Section 22A-12(b)(3), i.e. that “no disturbance to a Protected Tree, 
would result in an unwarranted hardship as part of the development of a property.” On May 5, 2015, 
the Applicant requested a variance for impacts to six Protected Trees and the removal of one Protected 
Tree. 
 
Unwarranted Hardship 
The Subject Property has a tract area of 4.39 acres. There are 2.12 acres of existing priority forest on-site 
and there are numerous significant and specimen trees. The Applicant is proposing an assisted living 
facility on the site. The proposed construction has been designed to minimize the number of specimen 
trees to be impacted by making use of the existing driveway and open space. The limit of disturbance 
around specimen trees has been minimized to provide maximum protection possible given both the 
regulatory requirements and design requirements of the development.  The Preliminary Forest 
Conservation Plan meets the mitigation requirements onsite with 1.41 acres of forest protected by a 
forest conservation easement.  This easement will contain the critical root zones of six specimen trees. 
 
The design and layout of the assisted living facility is necessary to meet the needs of the facility in order 
to properly care for the residents. The only alternative to these impacts would be to shift the 
development east, which would result in more forest being removed and would create other significant 
and specimen tree impacts. Two tree impacts are along the entrance driveway and cannot be avoided 
due to the driveway width requirements. The proposed site location has the least environmental impact, 
maximizing forest saved, and creating the greatest setback from Cabin John Creek. Another impact 
associated with the project is for the proposed water connection. A connection cannot be made to the 
existing 66" water main running along River Road and the proposed line must remain a minimum of 20' 
away from the water main. Therefore, creating significant impacts to specimen trees cannot be avoided.   
 
 Table 1: Impacted Tree 
 

 
Variance Findings 
The Planning Board must make findings that the Application has met all requirements of Section 22A-21 
of the County Code before granting the variance.  Staff has made the following determination on the 
required findings for granting the variance:    

1. Will not confer on the Applicant a special privilege that would be denied to other Applicants: 
The proposed use will utilize the buildable part of this site and preserve the forested slope to 
the east and adjacent to Cabin John Conservation Park. The Granting of this variance is not 

Tree # Species 
D.B.H 

(inches) 
CRZ 

Impact 
Reason for disturbance 

      

7 White Oak 48 10% Improvement to the Entrance Drive 

8 Red Oak 32 2% Improvement to the Entrance Drive 

42 Pin Oak 37 100% Building Construction 

43 Pin Oak 40 30% Building Construction 

48 White Oak 38 17% Building Construction 

54 White Oak 33 3% Public Water Line Connection 

55 White Oak 41 31% Public Water Line Connection 
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unique to this Applicant and does not provide special privileges or benefits that would not be 
available to any other Applicant. 

 
2. Is not based on conditions or circumstances which are the result of the actions by the Applicant: 

The configuration of the Subject Property, the topographic constraints, and the location of the 
Protected Trees are not the result of actions by the Applicant.  Impact to the Protected Trees 
take place by using the existing cleared area of the site and the existing access point around 
which the protected trees have grown.  The only alternative to these impacts would be to shift 
the development east, which would result in more forest being removed and would create 
additional impacts to significant and specimen trees.  In addition, Applicant’s closest connection 
to public water is more than 700 feet away, requiring the use of River Road right-of-way to make 
this connection.   There are no feasible options to reconfigure the proposal to avoid impact to 
the protected trees. 

 
3. Is not based on a condition relating to land or building use, either permitted or non-conforming, 

on a neighboring property: 
The requested variance is not related in any way to a condition on an adjacent, neighboring 
property. 
 

4. Will not violate State water quality standards or cause measurable degradation in water quality: 
The variance will not violate State water quality standards or cause measurable degradation in 
water quality.  The specimen trees being removed or disturbed are not within a stream buffer, 
wetland, or a special protection area.  A Stormwater Management Concept Plan approval has 
been approved by the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services.  

 
County Arborist’s Recommendation on the Variance 
In accordance with Montgomery County Code Section 22A-21(c), the Planning Department is required to 
refer a copy of the variance request to the County Arborist for a recommendation prior to acting on the 
request.  In a letter dated May 15, 2015, the County Arborist recommended the variance be approved 
with mitigation.  
 
Mitigation for Variance Trees 
There is one (1) tree proposed for removal in this variance request.  This 37” Pin Oak straddles the 
western property boundary.  Additional mitigation is recommended for this tree proposed for removal. 
Mitigation should be at a rate that approximates the form and function of the tree removed.  Staff 
recommends that replacement occur at a ratio of approximately 1” caliper for every 4” DBH removed, 
using trees that are a minimum of 3” caliper size.  While these trees will not be as large as the trees lost, 
they will provide some immediate canopy and ultimately replace the canopy lost by the removal of this 
tree.  There is some disturbance within the critical root zones of nine trees, but they are candidates for 
safe retention and will receive adequate tree protection measures.  No mitigation is recommended for 
trees impacted but retained.      
 
Staff Variance Recommendation 
As a result of the above findings, staff recommends that the variance be granted with mitigation. The 
submitted PFCP meets all applicable requirements of the Chapter 22A of the County Code (Forest 
Conservation Law).  
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Conditional Use 15-05: 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS    
 
Staff recommends approval of Conditional Use CU 15-05, subject to the following conditions: 

 
1. This Applicant is limited to a 72-bed, 40,000 square foot, Residential care facility. 
2. Hours of operation are 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. 
3. A maximum number of employees at thirty-eight (38) in three shifts (6 a.m. to 2 p.m., 2 p.m. to 

10 p.m., and 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.) with the maximum number of employees on-site at any one time 
must not exceed eighteen (18). 

4. Prior to issuance of a Use and Occupancy permit, a 10-foot shared use path must be constructed 
on River Road (MD 190) along the frontage of the property in the existing public right-of-way. 
Coordination with the Montgomery County Department of Transportation (“MCDOT”) and 
Maryland State Highway Administration (“MDSHA”) is needed for the placement of the shared 
use path and access permits for construction. 

5. A 5-foot pedestrian walking area must be striped on the east/north side of the 20-foot driveway 
from River Road to the underground entrance as shown on the Conditional Use Site Plan. 

6. Prior to issuance of a Use and Occupancy permit, a minimum 3-foot natural surface path/ 
pedestrian refuge area must be constructed on the east/north side of the driveway adjacent to 
the pedestrian walking area on the driveway. 

7. Pedestrian warning signs for drivers must be posted on both ends of the driveway indicating the 
possible presence of pedestrians on the driveway. The signs must meet standards set in the 
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). 

8. The Applicant must upgrade the Ride-On bus stop pad site on River Road to be able to 
accommodate a bus shelter in the future. Coordination is needed with MCDOT regarding the 
design, size, and placement of the upgraded pad site. 

9. The Applicant must install a “call-box” with a weather protected waiting area at the driveway 
entrance on River Road so that shuttle serve from the driveway to the building can be provided 
when requested. This shuttle service must be available during normal visiting hours and when 
work shifts are occurring that are not in normal visiting hours. 

10. The Applicant must provide and install one bicycle parking rack (“inverted U” rack or similar) in 
the location as specified on the Conditional Use Plan.  

11. Request a park access/park construction permit for the portion of the driveway on parkland. 
This permit is required as the limits of disturbance will exceed the original agreed upon 20’ 
easement. The Parks Department (Parks) will need to agree to a 3-foot natural surface area 
along the full length of the driveway along the east/north side for a pedestrian refuge area. All 
parkland outside the 20-foot easement must be returned to a natural condition after 
construction takes place.  This includes areas that are not currently forested. 

12. A Parks Department field review of the limits of disturbance (LOD) on the north side of the 
Property (adjacent to parkland) must be done by a Parks Inspector at the same time the park 
permit is reviewed. 

13. An approved stormwater management concept that provides full compliance to current 
standards is required prior to approval by the Hearing Examiner. 
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PROPERTY DESCRIPTION 
 
The Property, shown in Figure 1 below, consists of approximately 4.39 acres, more formally known as 
all of Lot 13, Block 2, Clewerwall Knolls, located at 8301 River Road in Potomac.  
 
The Property is a wooded site improved with a house, six-car garage, pool, pool house and tennis court. 
The forested area consists of both pine and deciduous trees.   Access to the Property is from a driveway 
on property owned by Montgomery County (Cabin John Stream Valley Park). The topography on the 
site is sloped with a very steep rise from River Road.  The property is not located in a Special Protection 
Area (SPA).  The property is classified as W-1 and S-1 and is eligible for access to public water and sewer 
service. The site is currently served by public sewer service. A public water connection will have to be 
extended from Clewerwall Road approximately 700 feet west of the site. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Subject Property and Vicinity 
 
 
Neighborhood Description  
 
The neighborhood where the Property is located is generally bounded by Clewerwall Drive to the north, 
Cabin John Stream Valley Park to the east and the south, and River Road to the west.  The Clewerwall 
Knolls community located immediately north of the Property consists of single-family detached homes 
located in the RE-2 Zone.  Adjacent to the Property to the west are two single-family detached homes 
that front on River Road.   
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PROPOSAL 
 
The Applicant seeks approval to construct a new one-story building that will consist of a total of 72 
individual bedrooms.  According to the Applicant, each individual bedroom will have a full bathroom.  
The proposed one-story, 40,000-square foot residential care facility will be set back 200 feet from River 
Road (See Figure 2). A maximum of 18 employees will be present on site at any one time.  
 
The project is being developed to house residents suffering from Alzheimer's disease and other forms of 
dementia.  Because Alzheimer's disease and related dementia often impact memory long before 
individuals face physical impairment, free ambulation is critical to these individuals' sense of well-being 
and ability to socialize.  Whereas historically seniors with memory loss were sedated and restrained in 
nursing homes because nursing homes provided no secured areas for them to exercise, Artis' projects 
are designed from the inside out to maximize the freedom and independence of residents.  Having all 
resident services on one floor, as is proposed in the Application, allows for free ambulation and gives 
residents access to all portions of the residential living areas 
 
Access to the Property will be via a driveway entrance located on River Road.   The proposed 33-space 
subsurface parking area will be located on the east of the residence.  Access to the Residence will be via 
an existing driveway and curb cut on River Road.  The building has front door access with a designated 
drop-off area in the front. Based on the building elevations submitted by the Applicant, the proposed 
building will have a maximum building height of approximately 15 feet.  A multi-story building would 
detract from this freedom of movement and would be particularly problematic for residents on upper 
floors because they could not access the community spaces and exterior courtyards on the first floor 
without being supervised in using the elevator or stairwell.   
 
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Site Plan  
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Figure 3: Architectural Rendering 

 
The design of the building with one story is important to ensure compatibility with adjacent single-
family uses (See Figure 3).  Increasing the vertical profile of the proposed building would only serve to 
make it more visible to the adjacent neighbors, who have expressed their strong desire that the building 
be limited to one story in height.  Additionally, the grade of the Property is such that it is significantly 
higher than adjacent properties, making a lower profile even more important for purposes of 
compatibility.   
 
The one-story building will be divided into four "neighborhoods" surrounding a central community core. 
The central community core will be finished with a streetscape facade, and will include ancillary services, 
including a beauty salon/ barbershop and a health center. At the front of the core, adjacent to the main 
entrance, will be an office and marketing area. Below the core is an approximately 5,647 square-foot 
basement area containing the kitchen, employee lounge, offices, storage, and a conference room. 
 
At the back of the Residence is a large community room and an arts and crafts and assembly area, both 
of which open onto a large rear porch. The four neighborhoods have distinctive names, front porches 
and entry areas to aid in identification and to provide the residents a sense of place and inclusion. Each 
of the neighborhoods contains a central hallway, off of which individual bedrooms are located, each 
with a full bathroom. Each neighborhood has a common family room, dining room, and pantry to 
enhance socialization, as well as shower spas. While meals are prepared by a chef in the central kitchen, 
residents are served restaurant style in each neighborhood's dining area.   Each dining area also has a 
"pantry" where residents may bake cookies, etc. with supervision.  Each dining area opens onto a 
covered porch.  The Residence also has two internal courtyards. The facade of the attractive one-story 
residential style building will be lap siding with stone accents and a composition shingle roof.  The 
Residence was designed to be architecturally compatible with the nearby residential community in its 
scale, bulk, height, materials, and textures. 
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Landscaping, Lighting and Screening 
 
The grounds of the proposed senior housing facility will be well-landscaped with plantings that provide 
an attractive setting and in an amount that exceeds the County’s minimum planting requirements.  The 
Property will be extensively and attractively landscaped with special screen elements provided near the 
side and rear property lines (See Figure 4). Most activity will occur to the front of the building and 
internal to the Residence, and therefore will not adversely impact the adjacent single-family residential 
area, compatibility will be reinforced by having the site activity further screened by a 6-foot 6-inch board 
on board fence around the south side of the residents' outdoor areas, and a retaining wall (maximum 11 
feet in height) along the western and northern boundaries of the outdoor areas of the Residence. 
Lighting will be mostly limited to the front of the Residence and downward directional lighting will be 
used to limit the visibility of any lighting from nearby properties. Lighting in the rear of the Residence is 
limited to low-level exit, patio and walkway lighting that will be completely screened from adjacent 
properties by the proposed perimeter retaining wall/fencing and extensive landscaping and this lighting 
will be automatically turned off at 11:00 p.m.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Landscape Plan 

 
 
Figure 4. Site Rendering 
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MASTER PLAN   
 
The Property lies within the boundaries of the Potomac Subregion Master Plan (2002), and is included in 
the "Potomac" area of that Plan. The Master Plan generally recommends continuation of the RE-2 
zoning on the Property, but does not include any specific recommendations for the site.  An overarching 
theme of the Master Plan is that "[n]ew development and redevelopment must respect and enhance 
the Subregion's environmental  quality, while helping to build communities and resources that will serve 
existing and future generations of residents." (p. 1.)  The Project achieves this objective by retaining 
approximately 1.4 acres of forest cover on the site and maintaining the most steeply graded portion of 
the Property, which slopes down to Cabin John Creek, in its natural state, thereby respecting the 
environmental quality of the area. At the same time, the Project will provide an important community 
amenity of memory care assisted living in an area currently underserved by such facilities, as discussed 
more fully below. 
 
The Master Plan sets forth a number of design principles for development in the Subregion, including 
"provid[ing] storm water management according to current standards and retrofit[ting]  projects  for 
currently  untreated  sites" including  the incorporation  of "alternative techniques that increase 
filtration and enhance natural hydrology, such as small bioretention areas, rooftop gardens, 
disconnection of impervious cover, alternative pavers, soil amendments and conditioning, or other 
landscape techniques." (page 34.) The Project incorporates  environmental site design techniques, 
including micro-bioretention facilities to capture, treat and release storm flows, and will provide 
stormwater management  in an area currently subject to no stormwater controls, all in furtherance of 
the Master Plan's stated objectives. "The Master Plan also encourage(s) development clustering to 
protect environmentally sensitive areas." (page 14). This principle is also achieved with the Application. 
The Application proposes the construction of the single building and associated parking on the western 
side of the Property, in an area already cleared of vegetation, rather than proposing any significant 
disturbance of the environmentally sensitive forested areas on the eastern portion of the Property.  
 
The Master Plan also provides detailed recommendations regarding the incorporation of conditional 
uses into the community. These recommendations include: "[p]rotect ...major transportation corridors 
and residential communities from incompatible design of [conditional uses] ..." (page 36). With regard to 
the design of conditional uses specifically, the Master Plan further recommends: (a) "Adhere to Zoning 
Ordinance requirements to examine compatibility with the architecture of the adjoining neighborhood," 
(b) "Parking should be located and landscaped to minimize commercial appearance," and (c) "Efforts 
should be made to enhance or augment screening and buffering as viewed from abutting residential 
areas and major roadways." (p. 36).   
 
The Project was designed with these recommendations in mind.   First, the proposed siting, one-story 
scale, and  residential-style architecture of the Residence, coupled with the extensive landscaping and 
screening of the Residence from adjacent residential  properties, ensures the compatibility of the 
building with the adjoining neighborhood. With a maximum height of 15 feet the Residence has a 
significantly lower profile than the existing structure on the Property and nearby residences. Second, the 
parking associated with the use is proposed to be located below grade, in an area removed from the 
adjacent residential neighbors, and attractive landscaping will be provided around the entrance to the 
parking area. Finally, the proposed screening along the Property's perimeter, adjacent to residential 
areas, will meet and exceed all landscaping requirements and provide an effective and attractive screen 
for the proposed use from neighboring properties, especially when viewed in combination with the 
significant forested areas to be retained on and adjacent to the Property. Existing grade and significant 
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vegetation to be retained between the proposed use and River Road will also ensure limited visibility of 
the Residence from River Road. 
 
The Master Plan recognized the importance of providing affordable elderly housing and care options 
within the Plan’s area. A particular focus of the Master Plan is on the provision of "Housing for the 
Elderly" in the Potomac Subregion. As noted in the plan, "[t]he Potomac Subregion does not fully meet 
its residents' needs for senior housing within its boundaries ....[and] is approximately 450  units short of 
industry demand standards." ( p. 36). "It is a stated objective of the plan to meet these senior housing 
needs within the boundaries of the Subregion ..." In this regard, the Master Plan finds, "[s]enior housing 
is appropriate throughout the Subregion wherever zoning permits this use, either by right or as a 
[conditional] use." (p. 38). One potential location for such housing specifically identified in the Plan is 
the Stoneyhurst Quarry. That site, located approximately 1200 feet southeast of the Property along 
River Road, was later approved for 97 market-rate multi-family units. (page p. 38). The Application 
provides the opportunity, however, for senior housing in close proximity to this recommended location. 
 
Although the Master Plan recommended single-family housing development on this Property, staff finds 
that the proposed senior housing project is consistent with the goals and objectives of the master plan. 
Permitted conditional use uses are generally considered to be consistent with the area master plans 
provided that the master plans do not contain a specific prohibition or recommendation against a 
conditional use on a specific property if the proposed conditional use meets all other findings and 
requirements of approval. In this case, the master plan recommended a single-family housing option on 
this Property, but it also recommended providing appropriate opportunities for elderly housing.  
 
The Master Plan recommends retention of the two-lane road system in the Subregion and has a stated 
objective of minimizing car trips in the area to compensate for population growth and the lack of 
roadway improvements. (p. 34, 109). As noted above, the Application will have minimal impact on traffic 
and the adjacent roadways. Additionally, a Ride-on bus stop is currently located along the Property's 
frontage and it is anticipated that this stop will be used by a number of employees, further reducing any 
impact of the Project on the road system. 
 
The 2005 Approved and Adopted Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan includes a clear 
recommendation for River Road to have both a shared use path and a signed shared roadway from the 
D.C. line to Seneca Road. The shared use path is intended to accommodate both bicyclists and 
pedestrians. Currently in front of the Applicant’s site, there is only a shoulder that does not safely 
accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists based on the recommendations in the Master Plans. A 
condition for a shared use path to be included in this proposal.  
 
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 
 
a. Development standards.  Conditional uses are subject to the development standards of the 
applicable zone where the conditional use is located. (Chapter 59-4.4.4  RE-2)  
  
The Property is zoned RE-2. The proposed senior housing building has been designed to comply with 
standards of the RE-2 Zone and to comply with the requirements of Section 59-3.1.6. Staff finds that the 
proposed one-story building would comply with all development standards as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Development Standards  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Staff finds that the proposed building complies with the applicable development standards. The design, 
scale and height of the proposed building conform to the general character of the neighborhood. 

 
 b. Parking requirements.  Conditional uses are subject to all relevant requirements of 59-6.2.4   

 
Bicycle parking is required at the rate of .25 spaces per dwelling unit. The units in this proposed building 
are not considered dwelling units since they do not have individual cooking facilities in each room. 
Therefore, no bicycle parking is required. However, the project is providing two bicycle spaces within the 
proposed garage for staff or visitors.   

 
Parking Facilities for Conditional Uses in Residential Detached Zones 
 
The provisions of Chapter 59-6.2.4.K “Facilities for Conditional Uses in Residential Detached Zones” 
apply to this conditional use, which is located in a one-family residential zone where 3 or more parking 
spaces are provided must satisfy the following standards:  
 

 Location.  Each parking facility must be located to maintain a residential character and a 
pedestrian-friendly street orientation. 
 

 Conditional Use allowed in the zone 

1.  Lot and Density Required             Proposed 

Lot Area 2 acres/ 87,120 sq. ft. 191,109 sq. ft. 

Lot width at front building line  150 ft.  530 ft. 

Lot width at front lot line 25’ ft. 539 ft. 

Density (max.) 
Density (units/acre) 

 
1,200 sf/bed 

 
86,400 

Coverage (max) 
Lot 

 
25% 

 
16.9% 

 
2. Placement 

Principle Building Setback (min)   

Front setback 80 ft.  200 ft. 

Side street setback, abutting lot fronts on 
the side street and is in a Residential 
Detached zone 

50 ft.  

Side street setback, abutting lot does not 
fronts on the side street and is in a 
Residential Detached zone 

20 ft.  28 ft. 

Side setback 17 ft. 28 ft. 

Rear setbacks 35 ft.  35 ft.  

 
3. Height 

  

Height (max) 

Principal building 50 ft.  15 ft. 

Accessory Structure 50 ft.  N/A 
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The proposed parking areas will be underground and located away from neighboring properties 
to maintain a residential character.  
 

 Setbacks.   
 

The underground parking facility meets the required setbacks. In accordance with the parking 
requirements for residential care facility in Section 59-6.2.4(B), the total number of parking 
required is 29.  A total of 33 parking spaces are provided.  The parking tabulation is as follows: 

 
Parking Distribution (59-6.2.4(B)) 
72 spaces per bed @ 0.25 spaces /bed                        = 18 spaces  
18 employees/shift @ 0.50 spaces per employee                         9 spaces 
Subtotal parking spaces required                                            27 spaces min. 
 
Minimum Number of Accessible Spaces ((59-6.2.3.B and COMAR 05.02.02) 
Accessible Spaces required              = 2 Space 
Subtotal accessible parking required           = 2 spaces min. 
 
Total parking spaces required                       = 29 spaces 
Total parking spaces provided         = 33 spaces   

 
 The application satisfies the parking requirement. 
 
SITE ACCESS, PARKING, AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
 
The site is located at the northwest corner of River Road (MD 190) and Carderock Springs Drive. Access 
to the site is currently provided by a driveway that is slightly offset from Carderock Springs Drive on the 
other side of River Road. Full turning movements can occur at the River Road/driveway intersection. 
Aligning the driveway directly with Carderock Springs Drive cannot occur at this time, as that would 
require impacts to the River Road bridge traversing Cabin John Creek. The Applicant proposes to use and 
upgrade the existing driveway to provide access to the site.  
 
Staff is recommending the Applicant construct a ten-foot shared use path along the frontage of the site 
as called out the Potomac Subregion and Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plans. Given the 
constraints in the area, staff is not recommending that the Applicant connect the shared use path with 
the existing shared use path that terminates just north of their site at Clewerwall Drive. The Applicant 
has indicated in its report to staff, that it anticipates some workers will commute to the facility using the 
Ride-On bus service that runs on River Road with a bus stop in front of the site. Given this, staff was 
looking for reasonable pedestrian accommodations from the bus stop to the building entrance. Staff is 
in agreement with the Applicant that the construction of an ADA-compliant 5-foot lead-in sidewalk 
along the east/north side of the driveway from River Road to the building entrance is not feasible due to 
grade issues and the potential additional impact on park land. In lieu of the 5-foot lead-in sidewalk, staff 
is in agreement that a 5-foot pedestrian walking area should be striped on the east/north side of the 20-
foot wide driveway. This agreement is with the understanding that a minimum 3-foot wide natural 
surface area is constructed along the entire east/north side of the driveway from River Road to the 
underground entrance as a pedestrian waiting area in case two vehicles are driving on the driveway at 
the same time someone is walking in the pedestrian area. Signs will be posted at the both ends of the 
driveway indicating that drivers need to be on the lookout for pedestrians walking on the driveway. 
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Additionally, in order to make reasonable ADA accommodations, the Applicant is proposing to place a 
“call box” at the driveway entrance so that someone can request a shuttle pick them up and take them 
to the building entrance. The “call-box” area should be accompanied by weather protected waiting and 
staff is recommending this as a condition of approval. 
 
Montgomery County Ride-On Route 36 and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority 
(WMATA) Route T2 provide bus service adjacent to the site. Ride-On Route 36 is a loop route that starts 
and ends at the Bethesda Metrorail station. The bus travels along Bradley Road loops down Seven Locks 
Road and River Road before reconnecting with Bradley Road. It runs Monday through Friday with 30 
minute headways. WMATA Route T2 connects the Friendship Heights Metrorail station with the 
Rockville Metrorail station via River Road and Falls Road. The route runs Monday through Sunday with 
30 minute headways. There are a few additional buses added during the weekday morning and 
afternoon commuting periods that increase the headways to 15-25 minutes. The closest River Road 
westbound bus stop is at the Applicant’s driveway. The closest River Road eastbound bus stop, which 
accommodates both the WMATA and Ride-On routes, is located approximately 1,200 feet to the west of 
the site at Clewerwall Drive and River Road, in the direction that the proposed shared use path must be 
constructed by the Applicant. 
 
Master Plan Transportation Facilities 
 
The 2002 Approved and Adopted Potomac Subregion Master Plan contains the following 
recommendations for nearby roadway facilities: 
 

 River Road (MD 190): A major highway (M-2) with two travel lanes (one lane in each direction) 
with a right-of-way of 150 feet.  

 
The 2005 Approved and Adopted Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan and 2002 Approved and 
Adopted Potomac Subregion Master Plan contain the following recommendations for bikeway facilities 
on River Road: 
 

 Potomac Subregion Plan: River Road (PB-6) from Seneca Creek to I-495 is recommended to have 
a Class I (off-road bike path) facility.  

 Bikeways Functional Plan: River (DB-2) from D.C. line to Seneca Road (MD112) is recommended 
to have a dual bikeway with a shared use path and bike lanes. 

 
There is some confusion about the discussion box for the recommendation in the Bikeways Functional 
Master Plan (See Table attached in Attachment 7). Specifically, the confusion has to do with the last 
sentence that “New proposals include shared use path between DC line and I-495, and signed shared 
roadway from DC line to Seneca Road.” The intent of the sentence is to state what the Bikeways 
Functional Master Plan added to the recommendations for both the Potomac Subregion Master Plan 
and the Approved and Adopted 1990 Bethesda Chevy Chase Master Plan. The Potomac Plan only had 
off-road facilities for River Road and the Bethesda Chevy Chase Plan only had on-road facilities for River 
Road. The recommendation, as clearly indicated in the Bikeways Functional Plan, is for River Road to 
have both a shared use path and a signed shared roadway from the D.C. line to Seneca Road. The shared 
use path is intended to accommodate both bicyclists and pedestrians. Currently in front of the 
Applicant’s site, there is only a shoulder that does not safely accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists 
based on the recommendations in the Master Plans. 
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Adequate Public Facilities Review (APF) 
 
Local Area Transportation Review (LATR) 
As conditioned, the subject Preliminary Plan for proposed 72-bed, 40,000 square feet, Residential Care 
facility does not trigger LATR as the facility will only generate two additional trips in the AM and four 
additional trips in the PM peak hour. The threshold for an LATR review, according to the LATR & TPAR 
Guidelines, is 30 net new additional trips. A site trip generation summary is presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Site Trip Generation 

 
 
Transportation Policy Area Review (TPAR) 
The Property is located in the Potomac Policy Area.  According to the 2012-2016 Subdivision Staging 
Policy (SSP), the Potomac Area is exempt under the roadway test but inadequate under the transit test; 
therefore, a TPAR of 25 percent of the General District Transportation Impact Tax is required. 
 
Transportation Conclusion 
 
The Conditional Use has been evaluated by Staff, which supports the transportation elements of the 
Plan with the conditions as recommended. Staff finds the proposed access to the site, as shown on the 
Conditional Use Plan, to be adequate to serve the traffic generated by the development. Staff also finds 
that the internal and external pedestrian circulation and walkways, with the implemented conditions, 
will provide adequate movement of pedestrian traffic. 
 
ENVIRONMENT  
 
The subject property has a tract area of 4.39 acres. There are 2.12 acres of existing priority forest on-site 
and there are numerous significant and specimen trees. The proposed construction has been designed 
to minimize the number of specimen trees to be impacted by making use of the existing driveway and 
open space. The limit of disturbance around specimen trees has been minimized to provide maximum 
protection possible given both the regulatory requirements and design requirements of the 
development.  The forest conservation plan meets the mitigation requirements onsite with 1.41 acres of 
forest protected by a forest conservation easement.  This easement will contain the critical root zones of 
six specimen trees. 
 
The design and layout of the assisted living facility is necessary to meet the needs of the facility in order 
to properly care for the residents. The only alternative to these impacts would be to shift the 
development east which would result in more forest being removed and would create other significant 
and specimen tree impacted. Two tree impacts are along the entrance driveway and cannot be avoided 
due to the driveway width requirements. The proposed site location is seen as having the least 
environmental impacted maximizing forest saved and creating the greatest setback from Cabin John 
Creek. Another impact associated with the project is for the proposed water connection. The existing 
66" water main running along River Road cannot be connected to and the proposed line must remain a 
minimum of 20' off of the water main. Therefore, these two impacts to specimen trees cannot be 
avoided.   
 

In Out Total In Out Total

Assisted-Living Facility 72 1 1 2 2 2 4

AM Pek Hour PM Peak Hour

Proposed Development Beds
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Stormwater Management 
 
A stormwater management concept has been submitted to the Department of Permitting Services.  The 
applicant is in the process of addressing DPS comments on the concept.  An approved concept will be 
required prior to the approval by the Hearing Examiner.   
 
COMMUNITY COMMENTS 
 
The proposed project was submitted and noticed in accordance with all required procedures. The 
Application met posting requirements and the Applicant’s team made an early and conscientious effort 
to inform the neighborhood of its development plans and get their input.  These efforts have included 
meetings with three homeowners that abut the site. The Applicant sent out emails and mailings to 
adjacent and confronting homeowners and nearby neighborhood associations (Congressional Forest 
Community Association, Riverhill Homeowners Association, Riverhill Condo Association, and Carderock 
Springs Citizens Association). In early discussions with the neighbors, they expressed concerns of lighting 
and height.  The Applicant conducted a site visit with the abutting homeowners last fall.   
 
Staff received one phone call from the president of the West Bradley Citizen Association and she has the 
following concerns with regard to the proposed project: (1) increasing commercialization along River 
Road, (2) traffic visiting and serving the site, (3) adequate stormwater management and the impacts to 
Cabin John Creek, and (4) the treatment of trees on the site.  Staff has plans to meet with her prior to 
the June 4 Planning Board meeting to review the proposal and discuss the details of the application.  
 
Staff also received one letter from a resident in the Carderock Springs neighborhood. This resident was 
concerned that the staff to resident ratio, as documented, was too low. The resident had concerns that 
should the facility need more than 18 employees at any given shift, there would be an impact to the 
parking ratio and there would be more cars turning into the project from River Road. Staff responded 
back to the resident that as part of the approval, the maximum number of employees on-site at any one 
time must not exceed eighteen (18).  Staff also received one phone call from the West Bradley Citizen 
Association and they have the following concerns: (1) increasing commercialization along River Road, (2) 
traffic visiting and serving the site, (3) adequate stormwater management and the impacts to Cabin John 
Creek, and (4) the treatment of trees on the site.    

 
FINDINGS 
 
Pursuant to the applicable conditions and standards of Section 59-7.3.1.E of the Zoning 
Ordinance, t h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  r e q u i r e d :  

1 .   To approve a conditional use application, the Hearing Examiner must find that the 
proposed development: 

(a.)  satisfies any applicable previous approval on the subject site or, if not, that the previous 
approval must be amended;  

 

 There are no previous approvals relevant to the Application.  Therefore, this 
provision does not apply. 

(b.) satisfies the requirements of the zone, use standards under Article 59-3, and applicable 
general requirements under Article 59-6; 
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Requirements of RE-2 Zone 

Residential Care Facilities are permitted as conditional uses in the RE-2 Zone 
and the proposed development conforms to the applicable requirements of 
the RE-2 Zone, as shown on the data table of the Conditional Use Site Plan. 

Requirements of Article 59-3 

The  Conditional  Use  also  complies  with  the  use  standards  and  
requirements  of  Section 59-3.3.2.E.c.ll of the Zoning Ordinance pertaining to 
Residential Care Facilities as follows: 

(a) The facility may provide ancillary services such as transportation, 
common dining room and kitchen, meeting or activity rooms, 
convenience commercial area or other services or facilities for the 
enjoyment, service or care of the residents. Any such service may be 
restricted by the Hearing Examiner. 

 

The Residence will have common dining areas, a main kitchen, an 
activity room, and ancillary services such as a beauty 
salon/barbershop and a health center. The provision of these 
spaces and services on the site is intended to address the special 
needs of the residents only and will not have any adverse impacts 
on the surrounding community. 
 

(b) A group home for children must provide ample outdoor play space, free from 
hazard and appropriately equipped for the age and number of children who 
will use the facility. 
 
The application is for a 72-bed residential care facility for seniors suffering 
from Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia or memory loss. There 
will be no children residing in the facility.   
 

(c) Where residential dwelling units are provided  
  1. the maximum residential density per lot area is 15 units per acre or the  
  maximum density allowed in the zone, whichever is greater; and 

  2. the minimum green area is 50%.  
 

The Zone allows for projects to submit with a bed to square footage ratio. The 
Application proposes a 72-bed facility on an approximately 191,109 square-
foot lot, equating to approximately 2654 square feet per bed, more than 
double the minimum area requirements of this section. The zone requires no 
green area requirement.  
 

(d) Where facility size is based on the number of beds, not dwelling units, 
the  following lot area is required: 
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(2) In  all  other  zones,  the  minimum  lot  area  is  2  acres  or  the 
following, whichever is greater: 

 
(i) in RE-2, RE-2C, RE-I, and R-200 zone:  1,200 square feet per 

bed,· 
 
The Application proposes a 72-bed facility on an approximately 191,109 
square-foot lot, equating to approximately 2654 square feet per bed, 
more than double the minimum area requirements of this section. 

(e) The minimum side setback is 20 feet. 
 

As shown on the Site Plan included in the Application the proposed side 
setbacks are 28 feet (west) and 220 feet (east), more than satisfying this 
requirement. 

(f)  In the R-10 and R-20 zones, the development standards of the apartment 
 building type apply, except as modified by Section 3.3.2.E.2.c  
 
 The Application is for a residential care facility in the RE-2 zone.  
 
(g)  Independent dwelling units must satisfy the MPDU provisions of Chapter 
 25 (Section 25.A-5). 
 
 The Proposal is for 72-beds, not dwelling units so the MPDU provision is 
 not applicable.  
 
(h)  In a continuing care retirement community, occupancy of any independent 
 dwelling unit is restricted to persons 62 years of age or older, with the 
 following exceptions: 

(1) the spouse of a resident, regardless of age; 
(2) another relative of a resident, 50 years of age and older; 
(3) the resident widow, widower, or other surviving relative of a resident 
who dies while residing at the continuing care retirement community, is 
allowed to remain even though the resident widow, widower, or other 
surviving relative has not reached the age of 62. 
 
A minimum of 80% of the dwelling units must be occupied by at 
least one person per unit who is 55 years of age or older. 

 
 The Application is restricted to individuals, not couples suffering from 
 Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia or memory loss.  
 
(i)  Height, density, coverage, and parking standards must be 
 compatible with surrounding uses; the Hearing Examiner may 
 modify any standards to maximize the compatibility of the building 
 with the residential character of the surrounding neighborhood. 

 
The Residence proposed is a one-story structure, with a maximum 15 foot 
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height, which is significantly lower than the height of the existing single-
family building on the Property and adjacent residences. The design of the 
building as one-story is important to ensure compatibility with adjacent single-
family uses.  Increasing the vertical profile of the proposed building would only 
serve to make it more visible to the adjacent neighbors, who have expressed 
their strong desire that the building be limited to one story in height.   

 
The density of the proposed use is significantly below the maximum allowed 
in the zone, and coverage on the Property is less than 17%, well below the 
25% maximum. Finally, the proposed parking is minimal and is placed 
below grade, avoiding any visual impact on the surrounding neighborhood.  
 

(c.) substantially conforms with the recommendations of the applicable  master plan;  
 
 The project conforms with the goals and objectives of the 2002 Approved and Adopted 

Potomac Subregion Master Plan, however with the recommendation for a 10 foot 
shared use path along the property’s frontage, the project substantially conforms to the 
2005 Approved and Adopted Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan. The 
recommendation, as clearly indicated in the Bikeways Functional Plan, is for River Road 
to have both a shared use path and a signed shared roadway from the D.C. line to 
Seneca Road (See Attachment 7). The shared use path is intended to accommodate 
both bicyclists and pedestrians. Currently in front of the Applicant’s site, there is only a 
shoulder that does not safely accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists based on the 
recommendations in the Master Plans. 

 
(d.) is harmonious with and will not alter the character of the surrounding neighborhood in a 

manner inconsistent with the plan; 
 
 As discussed above, the low-scale residential design and character of the Residence 

harmonizes with the residential character of the adjacent neighborhood. Additionally, 
the traffic and parking impacts associated with the use are minimal and will not alter 
the character of the surrounding neighborhood. 

 
(e.) will not, when evaluated in conjunction with existing and approved conditional uses in any 

neighboring Residential Detached zone, increase the number, intensity or scope of 
conditional uses sufficiently to affect the area adversely or alter the predominantly 
residential nature of the area,- a conditional use application that substantially conforms 
with the recommendations of a master plan does not alter the nature of the area;  
 
There are only two other conditional uses in the vicinity of the Property: Congressional 
Country Club, a private recreational facility, and the Norwood school, a private educational 
institution for grades K-8. The predominate character of the area is residential and will 
remain so after implementation of the Conditional Use. 

 
(f.) will be served by adequate public services and facilities, including schools, police and fire 

protection, water, sanitary sewer, public  roads,  storm  drainage  and  other public facilities.  
If an approved adequate public facilities test is currently valid and the impact of the 
conditional use is equal to or less than what was approved, a new adequate public facilities 
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test is not required.  If an adequate public facilities test is required and: 
 

(i.) if a  preliminary   subdivision  plan   is  not filed   concurrently  or  required 
subsequently, the Hearing Examiner must find that the proposed 
development will be served by adequate public  services and facilities  
including schools, police  and fire  protection,  water, sanitary sewer, public  
roads,  and storm drainage; or 

 
The Property is currently a lot of record and, therefore, a preliminary 
subdivision plan will not be required as part of the entitlements. As reviewed 
in the Engineering Report included in the Application, adequate sanitary 
sewer and storm drainage facilities exist to serve the Project and water is 
available in close proximity to the Property and will be extended to the 
Property as part of the Project. Additionally, as reviewed in the Traffic 
Statement, traffic generated by the Project will be minimal.   School adequacy 
is not affected by the Conditional Use.  The Property is adequately served 
by the Cabin John Fire Department, which is located close by on River 
Road, and the Bethesda 2nd District Police Station. In terms of adequate 
roads, the 2005 Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan calls for a dual 
bikeway along River Road. Currently in front of the Applicant’s site, there is 
only a shoulder that does not safely accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists. 
Based on the recommendations, a condition has been made to this application 
for the construction of the shared use path along the Property line to connect 
to existing segments already built along River Road. This condition will provide 
adequate bike facilities recommended for the area.   

 
(ii.)  if a preliminary subdivision  plan   is  filed   concurrently  or  required 

subsequently, the Planning Board must find that the proposed development 
will be served by adequate public  services and facilities  including schools, 
police  and fire  protection,  water, sanitary sewer, public  roads,  and storm 
drainage; a n d  

 
 The Property is currently a lot of record and, therefore, a preliminary 

subdivision plan will not be required as part of the entitlements. 
 

(g.) will not cause undue harm to the neighborhood as a result of a non-inherent adverse 
effect alone or the combination of an inherent and a non-inherent adverse effect in any of 
the following categories: 
 

 As established in previous cases, the physical and operational characteristics inherent to a 
residential care facility are (1) buildings and related outdoor recreational areas or facilities; 
(2) parking areas; (3) lighting; (4) vehicular trips to and from the site by employees, visitors, 
residents, delivery, and trash pick-up; (5) noise generated by equipment for the facility 
and by occasional outdoor activities of residents and their families. There are no non-
inherent adverse effects that, standing alone or in combination with an inherent adverse 
effect, would cause any undue harm to the neighborhood. 
 

i. the  use, peaceful   enjoyment,  economic  value  or  development potential of 
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abutting and confronting properties  or the general  neighborhood,· 
 

 The Project is suitable for the Property and is carefully designed to be sensitive 
to the surrounding neighborhood. The proposed one-story nature of the building, 
the building articulation that serves to reduce its scale, the concentration of 
activity away from adjacent residences, and the below-grade parking all enhance 
compatibility and minimize the impacts of the inherent characteristics of a 
residential care facility on the adjacent neighborhood. Moreover, the proposed 
residential use of the Property makes the improvements suitable for the adjacent 
residential area and compatible with the surrounding land uses, thus protecting  
and  preserving  the  use,  peaceful  enjoyment,  economic  value,  and 
development of abutting and confronting properties and the general 
neighborhood. 

 
ii. traffic, noise, odors, dust, illumination, or lack of parking; or 

 
The Residence will have minimal impacts and will cause no objectionable 
traffic, noise, odors, dust or illumination impacts on the adjacent neighborhood.  
As noted above, lighting is screened from nearby residences, and is directional 
to prevent spillage and glare.  The trash dumpster and generator (which will 
only be exercised once a week during the mid-day hours) are located 
proximate to the below-grade parking entrance and far removed from adjacent 
residences.  This area is approximately 16 feet below the slab grade of the 
Residence. This grade differential will shield any noise impacts from adjacent 
residences.   HVAC units are located on the roof of the Residence, but in a 
recessed area behind the roof lines that completely obstructs the view of the 
units and shields any noise impacts. Traffic to and from the site will be 
minimal, given the nature of the use, and activity on the site will be 
concentrated on the eastern side of the building, entirely screened from   
adjacent   residential properties by the building itself, proposed fencing/retaining 
walls, and extensive landscaping. Adequate parking is provided and located 
primarily below-grade and completely obscured from view, eliminating any 
noise and lighting impacts associated with cars on the site. 

 
iii.  the  health,  safety,  or  welfare  of  neighboring   residents,  visitors,  or  

 the employees,  
 
The proposed use will cause no undue harm to the neighborhood. The low-scale and 
residential character of the Conditional Use will not have any adverse effects on the 
health, safety, or welfare of neighboring residents, visitors, or employees in the area.  
The purpose of the Conditional Use is to provide a much needed service to residents of 
the area in need of memory care. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Planning staff recommends that the Planning Board forward to the Hearing Examiner a recommendation 
approval of Conditional Use CU 15-05, subject to the conditions stated at the beginning of this staff 
report.  It meets the standards set out for residential care facility and the general standards for 
conditional uses.  With the addition of the shared use path along River Road, the project is consistent 
with the 2005 Approved and Adopted Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan and 2002 Approved 
and Adopted Potomac Subregion Master Plan. The proposed project is designed to be compatible with 
uses in the surrounding area, including the neighboring residential communities, and it will not have an 
adverse effect on the neighborhood.   
 
 
Attachments 
Attachment  1 – Conditional Use Application 
Attachment  2 – Statement of Support 
Attachment  3 – Site Plan, dated May 5, 2015 
Attachment  4 – Renderings 
Attachment  5 – Floor Plan 
Attachment  6 – Stormwater Management Concept 
Attachment  7 – 2005 Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan Table 
Attachment  8 – Traffic Statement  

 Attachment  9 – Applicable Sections of the 2 0 0 2 Potomac Subregion Master Plan  
Attachment 10 – Forest Conservation Variance Letter 
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Attachment 13 – Concept Utility Plan  
Attachment 14 – Approved Natural Resources Inventory/Forest Stand Delineation Plan   
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Phone   301.670.0840
Fax   301.948.0693
www.mhgpa.com

Montgomery Village, Maryland
9220 Wightman Road, Suite 120

20886-1279

NOTE: A waiver of SWM requirements is requested

for the CPv residual. Steep slopes and offsite

improvements limit the opportunities for ESD or

structural SWM measures for the driveway, which

comprises a significant portion of the proposed

impervious area. Onsite compensation has been

maximized.
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Table 2-2 Countywide Bikeways 

Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan, Planning Board Draft - May 2004 
 

Route 

# 

1978 Route 

# reference 

Bikeway Name Bikeway Type Limits Plan Reference Status/ 

Condition 

BLOC 

Score* 

Discussion 

    From To     
Bethesda/Chevy Chase/Friendship Heights/Potomac 
DB-1 E-10 MacArthur Boulevard DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and bike lanes 

D.C. line Falls Road 

(MD189) 

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion 

Existing 8-foot path on 

west side of road; 

some gaps 

 Major connection to D.C. and Capital Crescent 

Trail; facility planning initiated in 2002 to study 

bikeway needs. Need to identify local 

connector to CCT; Potomac Subregion Master 

Plan recommends only a shared use path; 

bike lanes are new proposal 

DB-2 P23-A, P23-B, E- 

5 

River Road (MD190) DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and signed shared 

roadway 

DC line Seneca Road 

(MD112) 

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion 

Shared use path exists 

in segments, other 

segments proposed; 

shared use roadway is 

new proposal 

F Major route currently used by bicycle 

commuters and recreational cyclists; provides 

major connection to D.C. from Potomac, North 

Potomac, Travilah and Darnestown; adequate 

shoulder space exists for signed shared 

roadway along majority of road. Short 

segments of shared use path have been 

constructed by developers on north side, west 

of I-495; Potomac Subregion Master Plan 

recommended a shared use path between I- 

495 and Seneca Road. New proposals include 

shared use path between DC line and I-495, 

and signed shared roadway from DC line to 

Seneca Road 

DB-19 E-26,S-40 Falls Road (MD189) DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and signed shared 

roadway 

MacArthur 

Boulevard 

Wootton 

Parkway 

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion 

Existing 8' path 

alternates between 

north and south side of 

road, some gaps 

E, F Major connection between Rockville , 

Rockville Metro and MARC, and C&O Canal 

Towpath; facility planning initiated in 2002 to 

complete missing segment of bike path. 

Connects to Rockville's Millennium Trail, 

popular on-road bicycling route 

DB-3 S18-A, S-18-B, P- 

54 

Seven Locks Road DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and signed shared 

roadway or bike 

lanes 

Wootton 

Parkway 

MacArthur 

Boulevard 

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion 

Existing 5' path on 

west side south of 

Bradley Lane; existing 

8' sidewalk on west 

side between Wootton 

Parkway and Montrose 

Road ; existing wide 

shoulder between 

Montrose Road and 

Bradley Lane, some 

gaps; wide outside 

lane between Wootton 

Parkway and Montrose 

Road; other segments 

proposed 

 Major connection from Rockville, Rockville 

Metro and MARC, to C&O Canal Towpath; 

segments of path along west side need to be 

upgraded to 8'; ample shoulder space for 

signed shared roadway or bike lanes between 

Wootton Parkway and Bradley Lane; Potomac 

Subregion Master Plan recommends only a 

shared use path; on-road bikeway is new 

proposal; actual bikeway type to be 

determined during facility planning 

SP-2 P-58 Democracy Boulevard - 

East 

Shared use path Gainsborough 

Road 

Old Georgetown 

Road 

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion 

Proposed, 8' sidewalk 

exists in segments 
 Connects to Montgomery Mall and Rock 

Springs Office Park; also connects to Falls 

Road path and Seven Locks Road path 

 
SP = Shared Use Path (Class I); BL= Bike Lanes (Class II); SR = Signed Shared Roadway (Class III); DB = Dual Bikeway 

(*BLOC = bicycle level of comfort score for state highways, see p. 29) 
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Mr. Garcia, 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide a Traffic Statement for the property at 8301 River Road as 
required in the Montgomery County Subdivision Staging Policy.  The property is currently utilized as a 
single family residence and is proposed to be developed as an assisted living facility with 72 beds. 
 
The property is located in the Potomac Policy Area approximately one mile west of the Capital Beltway 
(I-495) on the north side of River Road.  A site location map is shown on Exhibit 1.  A copy of the site 
plan is included in Appendix A. 
 
The Subdivision Staging Policy establishes the “Local Area Transportation Review (LATR) and 
Transportation Planning Area Review (TPAR) Guidelines”.  These Guidelines are utilized by the 
Montgomery County Planning Board for the administration of the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance.   
 
The Guidelines require a Traffic Statement to determine the applicability and status of the LATR and 
TPAR requirements as it applies to the project.   
 
The site is proposed to be developed with a 72 bed assisted living facility.  The trip generation rates were 
obtained from The LATR Guidelines and the trip generation total shown on Exhibit 2 shows that the 
proposed 72 bed assisted living facility will generate 2 AM peak hour trips and 4 PM peak hour trips.  
The site will generate fewer than 30 peak hour trips; therefore, the site is exempt from LATR.   
 
The project is located in the Potomac Policy Area which has been identified as “inadequate” under the 
TPAR transit test and “adequate” under the TPAR roadway test.  As a result, a mitigation fee equal to 
25% of the transportation impact is required to mitigate the TPAR analysis.   
 
The site plan is contained in Appendix A and access is planned via River Road in the vicinity of the 
existing site driveway. 
 
River Road is currently a two lane roadway, but is designated as a major highway (M-2) with a 150 foot 
right-of-way and a two lane roadway from Esworthy Road to Seven Locks Road as detailed in the 2002 
Potomac Subregion Master Plan.  Page 109 of the Potomac Subregion Master Plan also discusses the 
County’s “Two-Lane Road Policy”, which is intended to preserve the community’s visual aspect and 

TO:   Mr. Michael Garcia 
MNCPPC 

 8787 Georgia Avenue 
 Silver Spring, MD 20910 
 

 FROM: Mike Lenhart  

Date: February 18, 2015 Memorandum: 

RE:   Traffic Statement for Clewerwall Knolls (Artis Senior Living at 8301 River Road) 
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character by discouraging the expansion of existing roadways from two to four lanes.  The policy retains 
the rights-of-way and setbacks, and while those rights-of-way may never develop, their preservation 
enhances safety, allows for intersection improvements, leaves potential for pedestrian and bicycle 
facilities, and provides space to offset the effects of auto emissions and road noise.   
 
According to the Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan (2005), River Road is designated a dual 
bikeway (DB-2).  Dual bikeways are defined as a roadway that features two types of bikeways:  1) a 
shared use path and bike lanes, or 2) a shared use path and shared roadway/travel lane.  The dual bikeway 
accommodates both on-road and off-road bicycling along the same roadway.  As noted in the Bikeways 
Master Plan, short segments of the bike path are already constructed on the north side of River Road to 
the west of I-495.  New proposals include shared use path between the DC line and I-495, and signed 
shared roadway to Seneca Road.  
 
To achieve the objectives of the Countywide Bikeways Master Plan, a signed shared roadway will be 
implemented within the existing shoulder area along the property’s frontage.  The shoulder is 
approximately 10’ in width.  The Countywide Bikeways Master Plan (Pages 70-71 are included in 
Appendix A) recommends a minimum of 6’ shoulders for a signed shared roadway, therefore the existing 
shoulders are more than adequate for a signed shared roadway. 
 
Based on the information contained in this report….. 
 

• The project is located in the Potomac Policy Area which requires a mitigation fee equal to 25% of 
the transportation impact to mitigate the TPAR analysis.   

• The project will generate fewer than 30 peak hour trips, therefore is exempt from LATR. 
 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me at the number below. 
 
Thanks, 
Mike 
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Traffic Engineering & Transportation Planning

Traffic Impact Analysis Site Location Map
Exhibit 

Lenhart Traffic Consulting, Inc. 1
= Site Location
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Assisted Living Facilities (Montgomery County, Units) Trip Distribution (In/Out)

Morning Trips = (0.03 x Beds) 65/35

Evening Trips = (0.06 x Beds) 44/56

In Out Total In Out Total

Mont. Co. Rates Assisted Living Facilities (Montgomery County, Beds) 72 beds 1 1 2 2 2 4

Total: 1 1 2 2 2 4

NOTES:

The Montgomery County Growth Policy states that projects with fewer than 30 peak hour trips are exempt from LATR.

PM Peak

Traffic Impact Analysis

Trip Generaton Rates 

Trip Generation for
Exhibit Site

Lenhart Traffic Consulting, Inc. 2
Traffic Engineering & Transportation Planning

Trip Generaton Totals

AM Peak
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Site Plan
Excerpts from Countywide Bikeways Master Plan

Appendix A
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Table 2-2  Countywide Bikeways
Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan, Planning Board Draft - May 2004

Route 

#

1978 Route 

# reference

Bikeway Name Bikeway Type Plan Reference Status/ 

Condition

BLOC    

Score*

Discussion

From To

DB-1 E-10 MacArthur Boulevard DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and bike lanes

D.C. line Falls Road 

(MD189)

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion

Existing 8-foot path on 

west side of road; 

some gaps 

Major connection to D.C. and Capital Crescent 

Trail; facility planning initiated in 2002 to study 

bikeway needs. Need to identify local 

connector to CCT; Potomac Subregion Master 

Plan recommends only a shared use path; 

bike lanes are new proposal

DB-2 P23-A, P23-B, E-

5

River Road (MD190) DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and signed shared 

roadway

DC line Seneca Road 

(MD112)

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion

Shared use path exists 

in segments, other 

segments proposed; 

shared use roadway is 

new proposal

F Major route currently used by bicycle 

commuters and recreational cyclists; provides 

major connection to D.C. from Potomac, North 

Potomac, Travilah and Darnestown; adequate 

shoulder space exists for signed shared 

roadway along majority of road. Short 

segments of shared use path have been 

constructed by developers on north side, west 

of I-495; Potomac Subregion Master Plan 

recommended a shared use path between I-

495 and Seneca Road. New proposals include 

shared use path between DC line and I-495, 

and signed shared roadway from DC line to 

Seneca Road

DB-19 E-26,S-40 Falls Road (MD189) DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and signed shared 

roadway

MacArthur 

Boulevard

Wootton 

Parkway

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion

Existing 8' path 

alternates between 

north and south side of 

road, some gaps

E, F Major connection between Rockville , 

Rockville Metro and MARC, and C&O Canal 

Towpath; facility planning initiated in 2002 to 

complete missing segment of bike path. 

Connects to Rockville's Millennium Trail, 

popular on-road bicycling route

DB-3 S18-A, S-18-B, P-

54

Seven Locks Road DUAL BIKEWAY; 

shared use path 

and signed shared 

roadway or bike 

lanes

Wootton 

Parkway

MacArthur 

Boulevard

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion

Existing 5' path  on 

west side south of 

Bradley Lane; existing 

8' sidewalk on west 

side between Wootton 

Parkway and Montrose 

Road ; existing wide 

shoulder between 

Montrose Road and 

Bradley Lane, some 

gaps; wide outside 

lane between Wootton 

Parkway and Montrose 

Road; other segments 

proposed

Major connection from Rockville, Rockville 

Metro and MARC, to C&O Canal Towpath; 

segments of path along west side need to be 

upgraded to 8'; ample shoulder space for 

signed shared roadway or bike lanes between 

Wootton Parkway and Bradley Lane; Potomac 

Subregion Master Plan recommends only a 

shared use path; on-road bikeway is new 

proposal; actual bikeway type to be 

determined during facility planning

SP-2 P-58 Democracy Boulevard  - 

East

Shared use path Gainsborough 

Road

Old Georgetown 

Road

1978 MPB; Potomac 

Subregion

Proposed, 8' sidewalk 

exists in segments

Connects to Montgomery Mall and Rock 

Springs Office Park; also connects to Falls 

Road path and Seven Locks Road path 

Limits

Bethesda/Chevy Chase/Friendship Heights/Potomac

SP = Shared Use Path (Class I); BL= Bike Lanes (Class II); SR = Signed Shared Roadway (Class III); DB = Dual Bikeway

(*BLOC = bicycle level of comfort score for state highways, see p. 29)
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
 
 Isiah Leggett Lisa Feldt 
 County Executive Director 

 

255 Rockville Pike, Suite 120   •   Rockville, Maryland 20850   •   240-777-7770    240-777-7765 FAX 
www.montgomerycountymd.gov/dep 

                              montgomerycountymd.gov/311 301-251-4850 TTY  
 

May 15, 2015 
 
 
 
Casey Anderson, Chair 
Montgomery County Planning Board 
Maryland National Capital Park & Planning Commission 
8787 Georgia Avenue  
Silver Spring, Maryland  20910 
 
RE:    Clewerwall Knolls (TAK), DAIC 120130270, NRI/FSD application accepted on 3/18/2013 
 
Dear Mr. Anderson: 
 

All applications for a variance from the requirements of Chapter 22A of the County Code 
submitted after October 1, 2009 are subject to Section 22A-12(b)(3).  Accordingly, given that the 
application for the above referenced request was submitted after that date and must comply with Chapter 
22A, and the Montgomery County Planning Department (“Planning Department”) has completed all 
review required under applicable law, I am providing the following recommendation pertaining to this 
request for a variance.  

 
Section 22A-21(d) of the Forest Conservation Law states that a variance must not be granted if 

granting the request: 
 

1. Will confer on the applicant a special privilege that would be denied to other applicants; 
2. Is based on conditions or circumstances which are the result of the actions by the applicant; 
3. Arises from a condition relating to land or building use, either permitted or nonconforming, on a 

neighboring property; or 
4. Will violate State water quality standards or cause measurable degradation in water quality. 

 
Applying the above conditions to the plan submitted by the applicant, I make the following 

findings as the result of my review: 
 

1. The granting of a variance in this case would not confer a special privilege on this applicant that 
would be denied other applicants as long as the same criteria are applied in each case.  Therefore, 
the variance can be granted under this criterion. 

 
2. Based on a discussion on March 19, 2010 between representatives of the County, the Planning 

Department, and the Maryland Department of Natural Resources Forest Service, the disturbance 
of trees, or other vegetation, as a result of development activity is not, in and of itself, interpreted  
as a condition or circumstance that is the result of the actions by the applicant.  Therefore, the 
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Casey Anderson  
May 15, 2015 
Page 2 
 

 

variance can be granted under this criterion, as long as appropriate mitigation is provided for the 
resources disturbed. 

 
3. The disturbance of trees, or other vegetation, by the applicant does not arise from a condition 

relating to land or building use, either permitted or nonconforming, on a neighboring property.  
Therefore, the variance can be granted under this criterion. 

 
4. The disturbance of trees, or other vegetation, by the applicant will not result in a violation of State 

water quality standards or cause measurable degradation in water quality.  Therefore, the variance 
can be granted under this criterion. 

 
Therefore, I recommend a finding by the Planning Board that this applicant qualifies for a 

variance conditioned upon the applicant mitigating for the loss of resources due to removal or disturbance 
to trees, and other vegetation, subject to the law based on the limits of disturbance (LOD) recommended 
during the review by the Planning Department.  In the case of removal, the entire area of the critical root 
zone (CRZ) should be included in mitigation calculations regardless of the location of the CRZ (i.e., even 
that portion of the CRZ located on an adjacent property).  When trees are disturbed, any area within the 
CRZ where the roots are severed, compacted, etc., such that the roots are not functioning as they were 
before the disturbance must be mitigated.  Exceptions should not be allowed for trees in poor or 
hazardous condition because the loss of CRZ eliminates the future potential of the area to support a tree or 
provide stormwater management. Tree protection techniques implemented according to industry 
standards, such as trimming branches or installing temporary mulch mats to limit soil compaction during 
construction without permanently reducing the critical root zone, are acceptable mitigation to limit 
disturbance.  Techniques such as root pruning should be used to improve survival rates of impacted trees 
but they should not be considered mitigation for the permanent loss of critical root zone.  I recommend 
requiring mitigation based on the number of square feet of the critical root zone lost or disturbed.  The 
mitigation can be met using any currently acceptable method under Chapter 22A of the Montgomery 
County Code.   

 
 In the event that minor revisions to the impacts to trees subject to variance provisions are 

approved by the Planning Department, the mitigation requirements outlined above should apply to the 
removal or disturbance to the CRZ of all trees subject to the law as a result of the revised LOD.  

 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly.   
 

        
  Sincerely,    

  
  Laura Miller 
       County Arborist   
 
 
cc:   Katherine Nelson, Planner Coordinator 











Phone   301.670.0840
Fax   301.948.0693
www.mhgpa.com

Montgomery Village, Maryland
9220 Wightman Road, Suite 120

20886-1279
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